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Abstract
This article reviews quality evaluation problems of Physical Protection Systems (PPS) at
its design stage. «AKIM» simulation modeling software is proposed to reach the quality
evaluation of PPS. «AKIM» software complex uses drawing of a planned PPS for an auto-
mated creation of an agent-based model that can simulate intruder attacks and security’s
responses, assess the quality of a defense system and reach security system technical
requirements.
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1. QUALITY EVALUATION OF A PPS AT A PLANNING STAGE

At the moment there is no available data about the tools for computer simulation and PPS
quality evaluation that use an object oriented method and allow for the agent-based model that
imitates intruder attacks and lets users assess the system’s security level to be built from the
secured facility’s drawing. A graphical language describing the designed object and a security
system’s simulation model accelerate the designing process, allow for the study of model’s prop-
erties and, as a result, lead to an increase in the quality of terms of reference for a PPS imple-
mentation.

Existing solutions for a PPS modeling are based on intruder attack graphs and conceptual
ideas about a system [1]. Usedmodels allow to plan the control points (CP) placement on the way
to the critical elements (CE) and to determine a probability level of detection PDet. and neutral-
ization PNeut. of intruders to provide the required security level. The results of this modeling
become the requirements for the structure of a future PPS.

For an adequate evaluation of the planned PPS the clear and detailed drawing of its struc-
ture is required. For example, a two- or three-dimensional digital drawing (made with AutoCAD,
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NanoCAD, Revit, etc.). There are implementations [2] that allow, based on projects’ BIM (Building
InformationModeling), to form the graphs of intruders’ movements through a secured area. The
limitations of such solutions are a quite high difficulty threshold for a conceptual design and also
a requirement to graph the paths based on the building plans that exclude the description of a
security on its surrounding area. Such method can only be used for already existing facilities
that have digital drawings.

If a PPS drawing is used as a base for formation of its mathematical model, then simula-
tion software can be used. That software allows making the digital twin of an object in the form
of a scheme using prefabricated components (standard elements) of engineering and technical
security assets and guard forces. Aside from PPS elements there must be components for imple-
menting the external factors (weather, false alarms) and an intruder model that take the place
and the purpose of an invasion into account. Amodelmust include: themodels of an engineering
(EMoP) and a technical means of protection (TMoP), a security forces (SF) model. The modeling
purpose is the evaluation of PPS effectiveness with at least two quantitative security ratings:

• Intruder detection possibility (PDet.);
• Intruder neutralization possibility (PNeut.) by security forces.

There are various methods of the computer modeling in PPS evaluation tasks [2–4], however
almost all of them describe a PPS structure using a path graph. The more detailed is the system’s
description, the more difficult a PPS model is and the harder it is to describe it with a graph.
Increasing the size of a graph (or using a superimposed grid) leads to an exponential increase of
themodeling data [2, 3, 5, 6]. Due to this, it’s rational to use a simulationmodelingmethod for the
quality evaluation tasks. Thanks to the high computational power of personal computers and an
ability for parallelized simulation experiments, it’s possible to conduct enough experiments to
get a quality assessment with the necessary degree of accuracy using small enough confidence
intervals (around ε= 0.01 or even lower).

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL IMPLEMENTATION IN ANYDYNAMICS

There are many different tools fitting for the tasks of a PPS simulation model development:
MATLAB, AnyDynamics, Dymola, MapleSim, AnyLogic, Scilab, Maxima [7]. For the creation of
PPSmodel a high performance environment for the development of themulticomponentmodels
of complex dynamic systems AnyDynamics that can create embeddable in applications models
(dll) was used. Agent-based model was picked. This method allowed to describe the agents’ inter-
action on a language understandable by PPS developers and evaluating experts. Some of these
conceptual models are known [8], and can be used for developing these agent-based models.

Presentation of classes of all entities of such model is shown in Figure 1.
Creation of an intrusion scenario is provided by the developed algorithms for the formation

of event-driven paths with the use of behavior maps, and it is implemented with the help of «Po-
laris» [9] pathfinding algorithm. These algorithms provide an automated attack scenario forming
a process that requires only starting and finishing conditions. Because of that there is no need in
path graphs, laid through the drawing of PPS digital twin.

The modeling of interaction between an intruder and PPS elements allows for the collection
of necessary data about a process and results of each experiment. Based on data from numer-
ous statistical experiments the quantitative quality evaluations of the modeled system can be
collected.
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Figure 1. Scheme of classes and their heritage of a developed model

3. FRAMEWORK OF THE GRAPHIC ENGINEERING
AND THE SIMULATION MODELING OF PPS

Since a structure of a planned PPS is described by a drawing, every element must have a
unique component with its own raw data associated with it. The raw data is working parameters
(detection possibility, movements delay intervals, etc.), graphic information: device placement
location coordinates, obstacle dimensions, the detection zone geometric form, etc. Thus, a PPS
digital twin’s structure can be formed using a special graphic constructor.

For a complete PPS description a graphic editor models must have these functions:1. PPS: Creation of the drawing for a surrounding area using a description of its infrastruc-
ture and topology, which affects intruder’s possible paths.

2. PPS: Creation of EMoP elements with necessary qualities of its spatial geometric form and
an intruder deterrence ability.

3. PPS: Creation of TMoP elements with the necessary qualities for determining a spatial ge-
ometric form of detection zones, the method of its functioning and the probability of a
reaction to any given type of intruder action.

4. PPS: Creation of a SF structure on a site such as a guard posts placement, number of guards
there (response unit), patrols and their paths, operators and their functional purpose as
well as parameters responsible for the behavior of each unit, response tactics, movement
or decision making, described in designed mathematical model.

5. External factors: assigning the parametric characteristics of weather conditions, the dy-
namics of their change and the parameters of a false alarms model.

6. Intruder: setting up an intruder model as a parametric set describing its behavior and
characteristics.

7. Intrusion path: setting up a method for the path generation (in this case our own heuristic
pathfinding algorithm Polaris), as well as designation of intruder’s entry places and types
of their preferred targets.
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8. Outcome: assignment of intrusion targets (secured zones on a PPS territory) and the char-
acteristics of their interactions with an intruder.

«AKIM» software complex was developed by LLC PENTACON for the realization of such de-
signing method and the modeling of PPS. «AKIM» includes models and algorithms developed in
AnyDynamics, pathfinder «Polaris», a graphic editor for PPS twins and amodule for an assembly
and the statistical test results analysis for forming the security quality rates and program reports
alongside them.

«AKIM» software complex allows for the PPS models development and the creation of con-
dition for the intruder’s breach simulation experiments using its own graphic language. This
language is a drawing instrument with a construction element which helps to build PPS from
prefabricated model-blocks.

The program interface and its graphic editor are shown in Figure 2 collage:

Figure 2. Graphic presentation of the PPS models of different secured sites in «AKIM» plan editor
For a PPS digital twins’ graphic editor next modeling elements that can be used in a construc-

tor were implemented:
• «Building» (impassable obstacle)—a structure that limits the intruder’smovement, blocks
vision and passage through it. Buildingwalls and similar obstacles can be describedwith it.

• «Specific zone» — a section of a special zone that affects human’s movement speed and
sight distance. Such as a body of water or a shrubbery.

• «Fence» — a prime EMoP element designed for the site’s protection along the guarded
zones perimeter.

• «Obstacle» — an additional EMoP element describing a protective obstacle that takes up
a large area (ditches, barbed wire stretched over an area, etc.).

• «Barrier» — additional EMoP element describing a wide variety of elements: from a bar-
ricade tape to a glass in a window frame.
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• «Detector» — TMoP element designed for the detection of intruder’s actions. It can be
represented with the different types and geometries of detection zones (Figure 3).

• «Fixed» and «PTZ» video cameras — TMoP elements, allowing for the remote monitoring
of a site by the operators and the video analysts.

• «Response unit» — a moving unit of the security forces (a guard) who can move through
the site according to operator’s commands or while pursuing an intruder.

• «Patrol»—a specific case of «response unit». A guardwho patrols site’s territory according
to their set path and schedule.

• «Independent security service» — a specific case of «response unit». A guard arriving to
the secured location from outside of it in a predetermined time after an alarm.

• «Security operator» — a security team member who monitors for alert signals and is
responsible for the decision making.

• «VSS operator» — a security team member who monitors a video surveillance system
(VVS).

• «Secured area» — a secured territory on a facility area. It can have different access levels
for different guards.

• «Intrusion perimeter» — a perimeter surrounding the secured location, separated into
sectors and describing points of intrusion.

• «Intrusion target»— point or a zone on a secured site that will be the goal for an intruder.

Figure 3. Defectors examples in «AKIM» with an open properties window for one of them
Also in «AKIM» editor the next modeling conditions are determined:
• A parametric model of an intruder and their equipment;
• A model of weather conditions;
• A model of false alarms and triggering.
Simulation modeling software is developed in two versions:
• Software shell, written in Delphi («AKIM»);
• Software shell, written in C# («AKIM+»).
Both shells share similar functions, but they differ in the PPSmodel graphic design approach.
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4. AN EXAMPLE OF AN INTRUSION EXPERIMENTS

Computational tests using a created PPS simulation model (a digital twin of a secured area)
imitate the process of a possible secured site intrusion scenario. Modeling starts from setting up
an intrusion target: obligatory creation of the point (zone) on a site that an intruder will seek.
During this test these will be modeled:

• Intruder’s path, their bypass of an EMoP, interference with a TMoP, criminal action near
the target;

• TMoP actions;
• Security operators’ actions;
• Patrol and response unit movements, acting in routine and alarm modes.
One simulation experiment allows us to get the data about what happened in the process as

well as the results. For getting the quality evaluation of a modeled PPS, as it was already men-
tioned, we need to conduct many experiments. All the test data then added up in a statistics. An
example of an experiment series on PPS can be seen on the Figure 4, where the green lines show
that the test ended up with an intruder’s interception and the red ones — where an intruder
managed to get to the target:

Figure 4. A diagram of intrusion pathways by the site’s perimeter sectors

5. THE RESULTS OF PPS MODELING

The results of simulation modeling and a PPS quality evaluation in «AKIM» are presented
like this:

• Intruderdetection probability (PDet )— general detection capability rating for the system
as a whole.
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• Intruder neutralization probability (PNet ) by the security forces — general neutraliza-
tion capability for a PPS as a whole.

• Intruder containment time (TCont ) on EMoP — minimum, average and maximum time
an intruder needs to get to the target across all tests.

• Intruder neutralization time (TNeut ) from their detection—minimum, average andmax-
imum time of security forces counteractions in case of successful intruder interception
across all tests.

• Containment efficiency on EMoP — ratio between the intruder’s time to get to the target
through EMoP present on location to the time the same path takes without any delays. It
allows users to determine the intruder containment effectiveness on obstacles. The higher
this number is the more effective the containment — there are no absolute limit. Values
close to one mean that the EMoP fails to do its work.

• The bar graph of neutralization probability by the PPS perimeter sectors — a rating
of PPS perimeter, separated into many intrusion sectors. It allows users to determine the
weakest sector of site’s security, instead of an average rating for the whole system.

• Response frequency of TMoP elements — the response amount characteristic of any
given modeled TMoP across all tests. Allows users to determine the workload of each de-
vice. This rating can show elements that are not active in tests which can be related to
faulty installation or overabundance of a PPSs structure.

Themodel’s information about the results of its study is recorded in automatically generated
reports along with each rating and partial result. The results in reports are presented in written,
tabular forms and also as a graphic info: diagrams, bar graphs, radar probability diagrams.

The experiments calculation speed depends on the PPS model complexity and a power of a
calculating computer. Big security sites (a few dozen square kilometers) with an expansive EMoP
with a big number of TMoP (hundreds of elements) and dozens of guards can be modeled at an
approximate rate of 330 tests per minute on AMD Ryzen 5 3600 processor. Such speed is possible
due to the ability to parallelize tests across all processor cores. There are other optimization
method for parallelized calculations.

6. CONCLUSION

The simulation modeling and the PPS quality evaluation method described in this paper pro-
vides a possibility for an analysis of already existing system (or project) as well as those that
are still on their conceptual design stage. This solves the problem with the transfer of stated re-
quirements and qualitative characteristics into a practical PPS implementation. Rating accuracy
can be determined by the method of confidence intervals. The speed of calculation experiments
madewithout referencing an already known complex pathfinding graph is higher than that of al-
ternative algorithms, using a pathfinding on a grid. This allows for a large number of simulation
experiments in a short amount of time.
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Аннотация
В данной статье рассматриваются проблемы оценки качества систем физической
защиты (СФЗ) на этапе ее проектирования. Оценивать качество предлагается с помо-
щью имитационного моделирования в программном комплексе «АКИМ». Программ-
ный комплекс «АКИМ» использует чертеж планируемой СФЗ для автоматического
построения агентной модели, позволяющей моделировать атаки, действия охра-
ны, оценивать защищенность объекта, и добиваться требований, предъявляемых к
системе защиты.
Ключевые слова: система физической защиты, имитационное моделирование, аген-
тное моделирование, графическое проектирование, оценка качества, техническое
задание, АКИМ.
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